Timeline for Technology Systems
Lived Name Updates

Some major technology platforms have already updated to accommodate lived names. Others are updating soon. UCSF systems updated to accommodate lived name:

2023
October- December

- UCPath (Lived Names)
- UCSF Identity Management System – Bravura
- UCSF Directory (directory.ucsf.edu)
- Microsoft 365 (Outlook, OneDrive, Teams)
- Zoom

2024
January - June

- Student Information Services (SIS)
- Box
- Guest App

July

- UCPath (Gender Identification Pronouns)

How long will it take to reflect a name change in these systems?

Once a lived name is updated in UCPath or UCSF Directory, updates will appear in 24-72 hours (about 3 days). If it has been longer than 72 hours, please verify the updates in the online UCSF Directory or UCPath as appropriate.